RAY OF CREATION

for New Groups

In the stencilled report of the large Monday Meeting (1979/36) on 29th October there comes the version of the Symbol which shows the large circle of our Ray of Creation which is merely an arrangement of known facts from the physically manifested Universe. But what is so very valuable is the obvious application of the smaller circle to the psychological (subtle) potential of mankind here on this earth. ‘Nature (says our System) has brought man (Homo sapiens) to a point where everything necessary for the full realization of human possibilities is provided; but individuals must find a way to actualise some of these for themselves’. Thus individual men and women can realize, and have indeed realized from time to time, everything mentioned there; and perfect man is said to be ‘immortal within the limits of the Solar System’.

Further, on the subtle level space and time are very different from their usual appearance. Biological evolution is thought to have taken some 3,000 million years to reach the present stage from its first beginnings on earth. Having found the way, a man can go through the steps of that inner octave in only a minute or two. Further, the identity of the Atman and the Param Atman, and of the inner and outer worlds, becomes apparent.

Point 6 in each case is obviously of great importance – in the big circle it defines the limit of man’s endeavours; and in the smaller circle it will be found to be the point of union between Reason and Emotion which produces Wisdom, a point which coincides (when we come to the Food diagram) with Self-remembering and the gift of Meditation.

So before allowing your groups to pick it to pieces by analysis, try to get them to see something of the meaning of the Symbol as a whole.
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